SIA “Akvilon”
Legal address: Kr.Barona str. 29-8 ,
Actual address: Maza Rencenu str. 6
Manufacture: Rencenu str. 7
VAT Reg. Nr. LV50003057361

Bank: DnB Banka
SWIFT-code: RIKOLV2X
Acc. Nr.:LV42RIKO0002013116300
Tel./fax: 67290344 GSM. 26543180
e-mail: info@akvilon.lv

The declaration of performance
1. Unique product type identification number: Nr.
2. Type, batch or serial number or any other element allowing identification of the construction
product as defined in Article 11, paragraph 4:
Flue element LVS EN 1856-1
T600 - N1 -D -Vm
-G(100)
3. The construction product intended use or uses in accordance with the applicable harmonized
technical specification, as foreseen by the manufacturer:
Insulated chimney system
4. The manufacturer's name, registered trade name or registered trade mark and contact address, as
defined in Article 11 paragraph 5:
SIA „Akvilon” Reg.Nr. 50003057361, Riga, Maza Rencenu street 6, LV-1073
5. Constancy of performance assessment and verification system or systems, as set out in Annex V:
4
6. In the event of the declaration of performance refers to the construction product for which a
harmonized standard: SIA "AKVILON" took the product-type determination based on the type
of tests and descriptive documentation of the production process and control within the system
2+
7. Declared performance
Product marking in accordance with the norm EN 1856-1
Flue pipe element LVS EN 1856-1

T600

- N1

-D

-Vm-L20060

-G(100)

- temperature rating
- pressure rating
W (wet)
-condensate resistance
D (dry)
-corrosion resistance
-Liner material
- soot fire resistance (G yes or O no)
- distance from combustible material, mm
8. Certificate issued: A/S "Inspecta Latvia"
9. Certificate Nr. 1325-CPD-1661
10. Declaration 1 and 2 specified product performance meets specified in paragraph 7 of the
declared performance.
On this subject issued a declaration of performance is the sole responsibility of the manufacturer
specified in paragraph 4.
Signed on behalf of the manufacturer:
…………………..……………………………………………………………………………………
Aleksejs Markins

………………..……………… ………………………………Riga 29.10.15

